The present paper is the result of a consideration of several related topics in the theory of linear associative algebras and the application of the results obtained to the theory of Riemann matrices. We first consider a linear algebra problem of great importance in its application to Riemann matrix theory, the question as to when a normal division algebra of order n2 over F is representable by an algebra of m-rowed square matrices with elements in F. It is shown that this is possible if and only if n2 divides m and this is applied to prove that.
Introduction.
The present paper is the result of a consideration of several related topics in the theory of linear associative algebras and the application of the results obtained to the theory of Riemann matrices. We first consider a linear algebra problem of great importance in its application to Riemann matrix theory, the question as to when a normal division algebra of order n2 over F is representable by an algebra of m-rowed square matrices with elements in F. It is shown that this is possible if and only if n2 divides m and this is applied to prove that.
The multiplication index h of a pure Riemann matrix of genus p is a divisor \ oflp.
The algebras called cyclic (Dickson) algebras are the simplest normal division algebras structurally.
J. H. M. Wedderburn has given sufficient conditions that constructed cyclic algebras be division algebras but it seems to have been overlooked that these conditions have not been shown to be necessary. In the fundamental problem of the construction of all such division algebras necessary and sufficient conditions are of course needed. The question of the necessity of the Wedderburn conditions is considered here and the results applied to obtain what seems a remarkable restriction on the types of algebras which may be the multiplication algebras of pure Riemann matrices. Also certain general theorems on direct products of normal simple algebras are proved and the conclusions used to reduce the problem of the construction of cyclic division algebras to the case where the order of the algebra is a power of a single prime.
2. Results presupposed and elementary theorems. We shall assume that F is any non-modular field and shall use the definitions of direct product, division algebras, and other terms as in L. E. Dickson's Algebren und ihre Zahlentheorie. We shall assume Theorem 1. The direct product A of two total matric algebras B and C of orders n2 and m2 respectively is a total matric algebra of order (nm)2.
Theorem 2. Every simple algebra over F, which is not a zero algebra of order one, is expressible as a direct product of a division algebra B over F and a total matric algebra M over F in one and only one way in the sense of equivalence. Conversely every such direct product is simple.
We shall henceforth restrict the algebras of this paper to be not zero algebras when they are simple. Moreover we shall study only associative algebras. If A is the direct product of B and C where B and C are simple, then, by the operation of passing to algebras equivalent to B and C, we may assume that the moduli of A, B, and C are all the same quantity and similarly for the zero quantities.
We shall assume this operation performed in all cases and that X is the notation for direct product, while if M and P are linear sets that MP is their product.
Definition. An algebra A with a modulus e over a field F is called normal if the only quantities of A commutative with all quantities of A are multiples of e by scalars in F.
Theorem 3. Let A be a normal simple algebra. Then A is the direct product of a normal division algebra and a total matric algebra and conversely.
For A is the direct product of a total matric algebra M and a division algebra B. If B were not normal then there would be a quantity x in B such that x is not a scalar multiple of the modulus e of A and yet xb = bx for every b of B. But xm = mx for every m oí M since A-BxM.
The quantities of A are sums of multiples of quantities of B by quantities of M so that xa = ax for every a of A, a contradiction of the hypothesis that A is normal.
Conversely if B is a normal division algebra and M is a total matric algebra, then A=BxM is simple. Let M = (ei,), eiieik = eik, Ci,e(i = 0 (j^t). Then if
is commutative with all of the quantities of A we have xekt = ¿¿bike« = eux = 2J&*íe*j i i for all k and t. It follows from the definition of direct product that 2»i, = 0 (i^j), bu = bu, and that x is in B. But the only quantities of B commutative with all quantities of B are scalar multiples of its modulus, the modulus of A, so that x is a multiple of the modulus by a scalar of F and A is normal.
Theorem 4. Let A=BxC where B and C are normal simple álgebras over F. Then A is a normal simple algebra over F.
For by adjoining a scalar £ to F, the algebra Bx with the same basal units License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and constants of multiplication as B but over F{£)=F' is a total matric algebra. Also £ may be so chosen that C simultaneously reduces to a total matric algebra by the well known theorem on the adjunction of a finite number of scalars to a nonmodular field being equivalent to the adjunction of a single scalar. But A' over F' is a total matric algebra. By Theorem 3, A' is normal and if A were not normal obviously neither would be A', having the same basis and constants of multiplication as A. Hence A is normal. Moreover by a known* theorem A' is semi-simple if and only if A is simple. If A were reducible then so obviously would be A' so that, since A' is simple and not reducible, A is not reducible. A semi-simple algebra which is not reducible is simple and A is thus a normal simple algebra.
We shall assume a theorem f of J. H. M. Wedderburn.
Theorem 5. Let A be a linear associative algebra over a non-modular field F. Let e be the modulus of A and suppose that B, a normal simple sub-algebra of A, has the same modulus e as A. Then A is the direct product of B and another algebra C with the same modulus e.
We also have for A an algebra with modulus the same as that of B, Ci, C Theorem 6. Let A=BxC = BxCi, where B is a normal simple algebra.
Then Ci = C. For it evidently suffices to prove the above true for C. Suppose that C were not simple so that C would contain an invariant proper sub-algebra N.
Then NC^N, CN^N. But if P = BXN, then AP = {BxC) {BxN)=B2 X{CN)^P, while PA = {BxN) {BxC)=B2x{NC)^P, so that A would have the invariant proper sub-algebra P contrary to the hypothesis that A is simple. If C were not normal, then there would exist an x in C such that xc = cx for every c of C while x is not a multiple of the modulus of C by a quantity of F. But then evidently xa = ax for every a of A contrary to the hypothesis that A is a normal algebra. It follows that C is a normal simple algebra.
Theorem 8. Let A=BXC where A and B are total matric algebras. Then C is a total matric algebra.
For A is a normal simple algebra, so that, by Theorem 7, so is C. Hence C = MXD where M is a total matric algebra and D is a normal division algebra. It follows that A =BxC = (BxM)xD, where, by Theorem 1, BxM is a total matric algebra. By the uniqueness in Theorem 2 and the fact that A is a total matric algebra, algebra D has order one and C = M is a total matric algebra.
3. On direct products of normal division algebras.
The theory of the complex multiplications of pure Riemann matrices has been studied in detail by various authors.* Of utmost importance in this theory is the question as to what are necessary and sufficient conditions that a division algebra B of order h over F be expressible as an algebra of w-rowed square matrices with elements in F. The author has reduced this question to the case where B is a normal division algebra over F.f Using this'reduction, and by a consideration of certain theorems on direct products of normal division algebras, we shall completely answer the above question. We shall also obtain a theorem on the direct products of normal division algebras of relatively prime orders for use in the next section.
Theorem 9. Let Bbea normal division algebra of order n2 over F. Then there exists a normal simple algebra Bx of order n2 over F such that A=BxBx is a total matric algebra over F.
For it is well known that every linear associative algebra with a modulus and having order / over F is equivalent to an algebra of 2-rowed square matrices. Hence B is equivalent to an algebra C of w2-rowed square matrices with elements in F and, if M is the algebra of all »2-rowed square matrices with elements in F, then by Theorem 5, M = CxCi where Ci is a normal simple algebra. Let Bi be an abstract algebra defined so that it is equivalent * For references see the Bulletin of the National Research Council, No. 63, Selected Topics in Algebraic Geometry, chapters IS, 16, 17, 1928. f In a paper On the structure of pure Riemann matrices with non-commutative multiplication algebras, to be published in the Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, probably in January,
1931.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to Cx. Since M has order n* and C has order «2, algebra Cx has order »2. Hence Bx has order n2 and is a normal simple algebra. Let A be the direct product of B and Bx. Evidently A is equivalent to M and is a total matric algebra over F.
Theorem 10. Let M = BXC be a total matric algebra over F, where B and C are normal division algebras. Then B and C have the same order.
For if the order of B is «2 and that of C is r2, then, without loss of generality, we may take »_>• Let Bx be the algebra of Theorem 9 such that A =B XBX is a total matric algebra. By the associative law and A =BXXB, the algebra G = BXXM may also be written G = AxC. Now Bx = DxT where D is a normal division algebra of order t2 = n2 and F is a total matric algebra.
where TxM is a total matric algebra. But, by Theorem 2, G is simple, G = Dx{TxM)=CxA, and C is equivalent to D. Hence t = r. Butí5¡» = r. It follows that r = n as desired.
We are now in a position to prove the fundamental theorem on the representation of a normal division algebra over F as an algebra of matrices with elements in F.
Theorem 11. A normal division algebra B of order n2 over F is expressible as a sub-algebra of the algebra of all m-rowed square matrices with elements in F if and only if m is divisible by n2.
For if m = n2t then B can be expressed first as a sub-algebra of H, the algebra of all «2-rowed square matrices with elements in F. Then if T is a 2-rowed total matric algebra, the algebra M = HXT is an m-rowed total matric algebra by Theorem 1. Evidently B is.a sub-algebra of M and its representation in M provides an expression for 5asa sub-algebra of the algebra of all m-rowed square matrices with elements in F which is equivalent toM.
Conversely let S be a sub-algebra of M, an m-rowed total matric algebra over F. Then M = Bx{DxT)
by Theorem 5, where D is a normal division algebra and F is a total matric algebra, so that m = ndt where d2 is the order of D and t2 the order of T. By Theorem 8 the algebra BxD is a total matric algebra, so that, by Theorem 10, d = n, and m = n2t.
As a corollary we have Theorem 12. The algebra Bx of Theorem 9 is a normal division algebra.
For let Bx = DxT, where F is a total matric algebra and D a normal division algebra. Then A = B X Bx = {B XD) X T, so that, by Theorems 8 and 10, D has order «2. But Bx has order n2. It follows that Bx is D and is a normal division algebra.
We shall finally prove Theorem 13. Let A=BXC where B and C are normal division algebras whose orders m2 and n2 respectively are relatively prime. Then A is a normal division algebra.
For by Theorem 4 algebra A is a normal simple algebra and A=HXD where H is a total matric algebra of order h2 and D a normal division algebra of order d2. Hence mn = hd. Let 51 be the normal division algebra of Theorems 9 and 12 so that BxBi is a total matric algebra. The direct product BiXD is a normal simple algebra by Theorem 4, and BiXD = QxP where Q is a total matric algebra andP a normal division algebra. But G = BiXA =BiX (HXD)=HX(BiXD)=Hx(QXP) = (HxQ)xP = (BiXB)xC. It follows that HxQ is equivalent to BiXB from the uniqueness in Theorem 2. Hence if Q has order q2, then hq = m2. By forming the direct product Cx X A we prove similarly that h divides n2. Hence all prime factors of h are factors of both m and n. But m and n are relatively prime so that h = 1 and A =D is a division algebra. and the multiplication table
for every/(x) of F(x), where y is in F, is an associative normal algebra over F. For every/=/(x) in F(x) we write
a quantity in F, and call N(f) the norm of /. J. H. M. Wedderburn has proved* Theorem 14. Algebra D is a division algebra if no power yr(r<n) is the norm of any f in F(x).
The above condition is a sufficient condition that D be a division algebra but is not known to be necessary.
For n = 2, 3 the above condition is also necessary but may be replaced by the simpler condition that y^N(f) for * These Transactions, vol. 15 (1914), pp. 162-166. any/of F(x). We shall show that a like result holds for n any prime and shall reduce the problem of constructing all cyclic algebras to the case n a power of a prime.
Theorem 15. Let F{x) be a cyclic field of order r = nm where n and m are relatively prime integers. Then F{x) is the direct product of two cyclic fields of orders m and n respectively, and conversely.
For let G be the cyclic substitution group of order r which is the Galois group of the minimum equation of x. Then G will consist of the powers of a single substitution P such that Pr = I, the identity substitution.
Since m and » are relatively prime there exist integers g and h such that 1 =gm+hn. Then for every a<r we have ga=ß{mod n) and ha = 5{mod m), where 0^j3<»andO = <5<m. But then pa -(prn\ga.tpn\hß -pmß . pnS since P' = I. Hence every substitution of G is expressible as a product of substitutions of the groups Gx = {Pmß) and G2 -{P"s). It follows that G is the direct product of Gx and G2. It is known that there exists a quantity a in F{x), which belongs to the group G2 and hence has grade » with respect to F and Gx as a representation of the Galois group of its minimum equation. Then this equation has the cyclic group with respect to F. Similarly there exists a quantity b in F{x), which belongs to Gx and has grade m with respect to F and G2 as a representation of the Galois group of its minimum equation. The field F{a, b) contains F{a) and F{b) as sub-fields and hence its order is divisible by both m and n. But m and n are relatively prime so that the order of F{a, b) is divisible by mn. The order of F {a, b), a sub-field of F{x) of order m«, is at most mn, so that F{a, b) has order mn and F{a, b) =F{x). But when F{a, b) has order mn, the product of the orders of F{a) and F{b), it is the direct product of F {a) and F{b) by the definition of direct product. It follows that F{x) is the direct product of the two cyclic fields F {a) and F{b).
Conversely let X be the direct product of two cyclic fields F{a) and F{b) of relatively prime orders « and m respectively. Let £ be a scalar root of the minimum equation of a and let 77 be a scalar root of the minimum equation of b. The field F(£, y) has F(£) and F(77) as sub-fields and hence has order mn.
It follows that F(£, -q) is the direct product of F{£) and F{rj) and is equivalent to X. Thus X = F{a, b) is a commutative division algebra or field. Let x generate X so that X = F{x), x = Q{a, b), a polynomial in a and b with coefficients in F. Let the roots of the minimum equation of a which are in Theorem 16. Let A be a cyclic normal division algebra of order r2 over F and r = mn where m and n are relatively prime integers. Then A is the direct product of a cyclic normal division álgebra B of order n2 and a cyclic normal division algebra C of order m2, each having the same y as A. Conversely the direct product A of two cyclic normal division algebras B and C of relatively prime orders n2 and m2 respectively is a cyclic normal division algebra whose y may be taken to be the y of B and C.
Let A be a cyclic algebra of order r2 over F so that A contains a quantity x whose minimum equation with respect to F has degree r = mn and roots 0"(x) in F(x). Moreover, A contains a quantity y such that y"f(x) = f[6"(x)]y", yr = 7 inF.
Let A be a normal division algebra. Let a and b be defined as in the proof of Theorem 15 so that a is unaltered by the substitutions of the group G2 = (Pn5) where P generates the Galois group of the minimum equation of x, and Gx = {Pmß) is a representation of the Galois group of the minimum equation of a. Then evidently y*a = aynS, while {ym)n = y, ymßa=\ß{a)ymß. Similarly The algebras B and C are cyclic algebras with the same y as A. Moreover every quantity of B is commutative with every quantity of C. Every quantity of A is expressible in the form
But any such quantity has the form 2Zgßijmßyni since we may find integers ß, 5 for which .ya = ymß.yn&.yai and express each/"(x) in the form gßy{a, b)y~"¡ since F(x) is the direct product of F{a) and F{b). Hence the set A is a set whose quantities are sums of products of quantities of B and quantities of C and is contained in the set BC. But BC is a sub-set of A so that A is equal to BC. Since the quantities of B are commutative with the quantities of C, A is the direct product of B and C.
Conversely let B be a cyclic normal division algebra over F and have order »2 so that B contains a quantity a such that the minimum equation of a with respect to F is cyclic with respect to F and with polynomial roots and j4 is a cyclic algebra whose y is 7i"172n. If we let yu = y2yim, y22 = 7iy2n, then yn" = 72n7i*" = 7, y22m = 7im72B = 7, and we may replace yx in the basis of 73 by yn, y2 in the basis of C by y22, and each of these algebras will have the same y as A. In fact since m and n are relatively prime we may choose an integer s such that ms = \ (mod n), so that y h is a constant multiple of yx and we have a basis of /J when we replace yi by yu.
As an immediate corollary we have Theorem 17. Let r=pi'i-p2e* • • • pt'* .where the pi are distinct primes. Every cyclic algebra of order r2 over F which is a division algebra is a direct product of t cyclic division algebras of order pi2ei, and conversely all such direct products are cyclic division algebras.
We have thus reduced the problem of constructing all cyclic division algebras to the case where the order is a power 2e of a prime /». This latter problem is of great difficulty even in the case where /» = 2, e = 2. When e = 1 we may make a simple discussion as follows.
Theorem 18. A cyclic algebra A of order p2 over F, p a prime, is a division álgebra if and only if y is not the norm of any polynomial in x.
For suppose that y be not the norm of any polynomial in x but that A were not a division algebra. By the sufficient condition of Theorem 14 there must exist an integer a<p, such that ya = N(g), ginF(x).
Since /» is a prime there exists an integer cr such that aa = 1 (mod /»). Let then tra= 1+2/7, <r>0, t>0, so that Conversely let y = N{f), where/ is in F(x). If /=0 then y" = 0 which is impossible in a division algebra when y^O. But 1, y, ■ ■ ■ , yp~l are linearly independent with respect to F so that y is not zero and/ is not zero. Then/ has an inverse in F(x), and if h is this inverse we have {hy)p = N{hf) = l. But if yi = hy then 1, yi, yi2, • ■ • , yi"-1 are linearly independent with respect to F, since the quantities xry" {r, s = 0, 1, • • • , p -1) are linearly independent with respect to F. It follows that yx -1^0, and yxp~l+yxp~2+ ■ ■ ■ +yi -r-li^O. But yip -1 is the product of the two aforesaid non-zero quantities and is zero, which is impossible in a division algebra.
We shall now obtain some simple but interesting limitations on the order of a cyclic division algebra A when the sufficient condition of Theorem 14 is not satisfied.
Theorem 19. Let A be a cyclic division algebra of order r2 where r = px*i ■p2"' ■ ■ ■ pt'1 and the Pi are distinct prime integers. Then if y' is the norm of a polynomial in x, the integer s is divisible by px-p2 ■ ■ ■ pt.
For suppose that s were not divisible by p, a factor of r. Then there would exist an integer a such that as = 1 (mod pe). Let as = 1 +tp' and r = p'm, so that we can express A as the direct product of a cyclic division algebra B of order p2' and a cyclic division algebra C of order m2 by Theorem 16. The norm of any polynomial in x may be written as the norm of a polynomial in a where a is the cyclic quantity of Theorem 16 for the algebra B. We have then that 7* = Na (c) where c is a polynomial in a so that 7"' = 77"" = Na(c), y = Na(cy->).
If y i is the y of algebra B we have (yi)" = Na(c), {c-iyx)» -1 = 0, from which, as in the proof of Theorem 18, it quickly follows that B is not a division algebra. But this is impossible since B is a sub-algebra of the division algebra A.
As a corollary we have Theorem 20. Let A be a cyclic division algebra of order r2. Then if p is a prime and yp is the norm of a polynomial in x, the integer r is a power of p.
For if r were not a power of p then it would contain a factor not dividing />. For the case where B is a cyclic algebra of order p2, p a prime, we may explicitly determine the structure of algebra Bi of Theorem 9. We showed that Bi was a normal division algebra of order p2 in Theorem 12. We shall now prove Theorem 21. A direct product A=BxC of a cyclic division algebra B of order p2, p a prime, and a normal division algebra C of order p2 is a total matric algebra if and only if C is equivalent to B.
We use the form of the multiplication table of B which is reciprocal to our previous form, assuming that
are a basis of B and that
Assume first that C is equivalent to B and let X in C correspond to x in B and F in C to y of B. Consider the quantities have Zyk = ykZ whence from the definitions of the en, Zen = «¡¿2. Wedderburn has also shown that the e,-,-form a basis of an algebra M which is a total matric algebra of order />2. The linear set Mi = (Z*Xr) (r, s = 0, 1, ■••,/»-1) is an algebra with * These Transactions, vol. 15 (1914), pp. 162-166. the multiplication table given by XZk = Zk9k{X), Zp = Ypy~p = yy~1 = l.
Since the quantities of M are commutative with those of Mx and since both sets are algebras, the set MMX is an algebra. But MMX is contained in A. Also the quantities x, y, X, Y are all in MM x by the above displayed equations and hence all of the quantities of A are in MMX. It follows that A =MMX, and since the quantities of M are commutative with those of Mx, A =MXMX. Algebra A =¿3xC is a normal simple algebra by Theorem 4.
Hence algebra Mx is a normal simple algebra by Theorem 7. But algebra A has order />4 and M has order p2 so that Mx has order ^>2. Since p is a prime, Mx is either a normal division algebra or a total matric algebra. But Zp = l which is impossible in a normal division algebra when 1, Z, Z2, ■ ■ ■ , Zp~x are linearly independent with respect to F. By our choice of the basis of Mx and the fact that the order of Mi is p2 we have the independence of the above quantities so that M x is a total matric algebra. By Theorem 1, A is a total matric algebra.
Conversely let A = B X C be a total matric algebra, where B is a cyclic algebra of order p2, p a prime. If B x is equivalent to B we have already shown that G = BxBx is a total matric algebra. Consider the algebra H = BXXA = GxC. Now A and G are total matric algebras and Bx and C are normal division algebras, so that, by Theorem 2, Bx is equivalent to C. It follows that C is equivalent to B.
5. Applications to the theory of pure Riemann matrices.
Let « be a pure Riemann matrix over a real field K. It is known that the algebra of multiplications of co is a division algebra D of order h^2p over K and that D has a representation as an algebra of 2p-mwed square matrices with elements in K. Let D be expressed as an algebra which is a normal division algebra of order w2 over its central field K{q) of order /, so that h = n2t. The minimum equation of q is irreducible in K since D is a division algebra and there exists a representation of q as a 2/»-rowed square matrix whose elements on the diagonal are the same i-rowed square matrix Q with elements in F and whose elements off the diagonal are zero matrices, while 2p = mt. Any two representations of q as a 2^-rowed square matrix with elements in K are similar in K so that we may take the representation of D such that q has the above representation. It follows that D has a representation as an algebra of mrowed square matrices with elements in K{Q), and by applying Theorem 11, with F = K{Q), we have immediately m divisible by w2. This gives m = n2r, 2p = hr, and Theorem 22. The multiplication index h of a pure Riemann matrix o> of genus p over a real field K is a divisor of 2p.
[January The only normal division algebras of order n2 which are known are the so-called algebras of type R". By this we mean that the algebra A which is a normal division algebra in n2 units over F contains a quantity a whose minimum equation <p(£) =0 with respect to F has degree n and roots 0,(a), where 81(a) =a, 8j(a) is in F(a). Also 8,[8k(a)] is a root of <p(£) =0 so that there exists a set of integers /,-,* such that
Algebra A has a basis
where yi = l and y¡a = 8j(á)yj, ykyj = gj,kyljt, with the gj,k in F(a). The author has studied the case where such algebras A are the multiplication algebras of pure Riemann matrices of genus /» over a real field F in great detail. Assume first that the equation <p(£) =0 has a real root ax so that all of its roots are real when F is a real field. The author has shown (loc. cit. On the structure of pure Riemann matrices with noncommutative multiplication algebras) that there must necessarily exist n numbers ß,(ai) in F(ax) and positive, such that if a, = 0,(ai), then ßi(ak)ßhM = ta,*(ai)]^</.»(ai).
We shall assume that n has an odd prime factor p. Then, since the Galois group of <p(£) =0 has order n, it contains at least one substitution of order /», since it is known that if a prime divides the order of a group there is a subgroup Gi of order the prime in the original group. This sub-group of order /» :s necessarily cyclical and generated by a single substitution of order /». Without loss of generality we may take 82(a) to be the quantity by which a is replaced by the above substitution, so that y2ra = 62r ( where Aír [/32(a) ] is the norm in the cyclic algebra H of the polynomial ß2{a). But g{a) is the y of Theorem 20 and p is not a power of 2, a contradiction. Hence n contains no odd prime factor p and is a power of 2. The only other case where it is possible to make a detailed study of the structure of the Riemann matrices is the case where the minimum equation of a has all imaginary roots but now such that the unique substitution replacing each root by its complex conjugate is commutative with all of the substitutions of the Galois group of this minimum equation. Let P0 be this unique substitution, and as before assume that » has an odd prime factor p so that the Galois group G of the minimum equation </>(£) =0 of a has a cyclic substitution P of order p. Now PPQ =PoP and P2 =PP0 obviously generates a cyclic substitution of order 2p such that P2P =Po-We may rearrange the roots of <£(£) =0 so that 92{a) is the polynomial into which a is carried by P2, 62'(a) = 6j+x(a) (j = 0,1,-■ ■ ,2p-1), y22p = g(a) = g2p,2(a), giÁa) = 1 {j < 2p), t2p,2 = 1, tj¡2 =j+l (j = 2, ■ • • , 2p -1).
The author has shown that there exist positive numbers ß,-{ax) such that if cvi is an ordinary complex root of #(£) = 0 and a¡ = 9j{ax), then ßk=ßk{ax) in F{ax) and n = 2nh ßi[<*k]ßk(oLi) = gj,k(äx) ■ gjk(ctx) ■ ßtilk(ax).
The above equations were proved true under the assumptions that «i = 0i+BJ(ai), a,-= 0i+ni(a3) = 0/[0i+B1(ai)], but, since they hold for any subscripts, they will hold after our permutation of the subscripts which makes 82k(a) = 8k+i(a) (k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , 2p -l). Now But g(a)=y22p is unaltered by transforming by the quantity y2p, so that g(a) =g[82p(a)] and the above equations make the square of g(a), as for the case of real ax but with /» now replaced by 2/», equal to the norm, with respect to the substitution P2, of a polynomial in a. As before this would make a division sub-algebra of A not a division algebra unless 2/» is a power of two. This contradicts our hypothesis that /» is odd and we have Theorem 23. Let co be a pure Riemann matrix over a real field F and with D its multiplication álgebra. Let D be a normal division algebra in n2 units over F, and suppose that D contains a quantity a whose minimum equation has degree n, n complex roots all polynomials in one of them with coefficients in F, and the property that these roots are all real, or all imaginary such that the substitution carrying each root to its complex conjugate is commutative with all of the substitutions of the Galois group of the equation. Then n is a power of two.
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